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Japan 3 day Tour
Red: 2 day in Tokyo

Green: 1day  in Kyoto

Get this Map Online: Click Here

August 7 – August 10, 2014

Adults, 18-35 years old– 0 kids

leisure, fun

https://mapsengine.google.com/map/edit?mid=zd1IHkacyAgM.kE7QzDNTPfGg


TOKYO
August 7 –August 10, 2014

Adults, 18-35 years old– 0 kids

leisure, fun



Flight

Author: Vangos Pterneas

Origin: Athens, Eleftherios Venizelos Airport, Greece (ATH)

To: Tokyo, Tokyo Narita International Airport, Japan (NRT)

Date : August 7 -10, 2014; overnight flight which arrives one day later

Flight details: http://fly4.emirates.com/CAB/IBE/ReviewItinerary.aspx

Airline: Emirates Airlines

Price / person: £910
(Roundtrip), Meal: Complimentary Food and drinks

Flight Booked from: www.skyscanner.com

http://fly4.emirates.com/CAB/IBE/ReviewItinerary.aspx
http://www.skyscanner.com/


Stay

Hotel: Keio Plaza Hotel 
2-2-1, NISHISHINJUKU, SHINJUKU-KU, TOKYO 160-8330, JAPAN 
TEL：03-3344-0111
FAX：03-3345-8269
http://www.istanbulcityguesthouse.com/location.php
Price / night: 16,000 yen for twin room per night

TripAdvisor: Link

Booking.com: Link

Recommended: Yes. Spacious and clean rooms, 

Hotel provides airport limousine bus service.

http://www.tripadvisor.com/Hotel_Review-g186338-d279655-Reviews-Crowne_Plaza_London_Docklands-London_England.html
http://www.tripadvisor.com/Hotel_Review-g1066457-d304305-Reviews-Keio_Plaza_Hotel_Tokyo-Shinjuku_Tokyo_Tokyo_Prefecture_Kanto.html
http://www.booking.com/hotel/gb/london-excel.en-us.html?sid=7540d9226c9ec54981abbb716902852e;dcid=1
http://www.booking.com/hotel/jp/keio-plaza-tokyo.en-gb.html?sid=b701d8d8990dbccf4c7f5e94eb6ecdc1;dcid=1


Day 1: Arrival, Top Monuments
Time Activity Tips & advice Cost / person

16:10

Departure from the International Airport of Athens to Tokyo

Date: THURS, AUG 07, 2014

Flight Duration: 19hrs 25minutes
Web Booking opens 24 hours before the flight. £910.68  or 1,115.75 EUR

17: 25
Arrival at the Narita International Airport on Friday  

August 08.  which is 20 km west of the city center. 

Most planes arrive in Narita International Airport.

Luggage can be delivered directly to the hotel by a baggage delivery 

service., while you explore.

17:45 Take the luggage GPA Delivery service
Directions                                                                   

http://www.narita-airport.jp/en/guide/service/list/svc_05.html
2000yen per suitcase

18:00 

The Hotel , “Keio Plaza Hotel” provides limousine shuttle bus 

service for a surcharge from Narita International Airport. 

Estimated Time 90minutes. 

Check with hotel to make shuttle arrangements. However other 

transportation options are available see ZoomTip.1.1 Surcharge of 2500 yen

19:40

Accommodate in the hotel and then visit the top monuments 

at ASAKUSA.

Accommodate yourself in the hotel.

Even though its evening and most monuments close at 5:00pm. Its 

still possible to explore the city at night.

Head to ASAKUSA From Shinjuku Station by taking the orange JR 

Chuo Line to Kanda Station (10mins) and transfer to the GINZA 

Subway Line for ASAKUSA (10 minutes) 

Twenty minutes total 

JR Chuo to Kanda Station –

170yen

GINZA to ASAKUSA – 170 yen

http://www.ataturkairport.com/
http://www.narita-airport.jp/en/guide/service/list/svc_05.html


Day 1: Arrival, Top Monuments
Time Activity Tips & advice Cost 

20:00 Tokyo Sky tree

.Japan’s tallest building with a great observatory . See the highest  and 
most expansive view of Toyo at night. You may catch a glimpse of  Mount 
Fuji, rainbow bridge, Tokyo Tower etc..  (Opening hours  8:00 -22:00). 
Bring a camera!  See ZoomTip1.2

2060 yen -1ST

Observatory

3090 yen-1st

and 2nd

observatories

21:30 If your still hungry, head to the Asahi Beer tower

There are restaurants at the Asahi Beer Tower.  Restaurants open daily 
from 11:30 -22:00.  Or just take a picture of this monument, it cant be 
missed. See ZoomTip1.2

22:00
Asakusa Shrine (Always open)  and  Kaminarimon (Kaminari Gate) 

–(Always open)

Kaminarimon is the first of two large entrance gates leading to Sensoji 
Temple. First built more than 1000 years ago, it is the symbol of Asakusa. 
The Nakamise shopping street leads from Kaminarimon to the temple 
grounds.  

Asakusa Shrine, also known as Sanja-sama, was built during the Edo 
Period and survived the air raids of 1945. The shrine's festival, theSanja
Matsuri, is one of Tokyo's most spectacular and popular. It is held every 
year on a weekend (Friday to Sunday) in May . 
See ZoomTip1.2

Adm. Free

22:30 Return to the hotel  via subway to get some rest.  
Please try to get to the station before 23:50 that  is usually when the last train 

runs.

http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e3004.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e3004.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2128.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2059.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2063.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e3063.html


Tokyo
1st Day Map Get this Map Online: Click Here

https://www.google.com/maps/dir/Tokyo,+Japan/Narita+International+Airport,+1-1+Furugome,+Narita,+Chiba+282-0004,+Japan/Keio+Plaza+Tokyo,+Japan,+%E3%80%92160-8330+Tokyo,+Shinjuku,+Nishishinjuku,+2+Chome%E2%88%922%E2%88%921+%E4%BA%AC%E7%8E%8B%E3%83%97%E3%83%


Tokyo Tour
1st Day Map

Get this Map Online: Click Here

http://www.japan-guide.com/g8/3004_06.gif


ZoomTip 1.1: Transportation and ATM
Narita Airport, formerly also known as New Tokyo International Airport, is located in the city of Narita in Chiba Prefecture, about 60 km outside of Tokyo. It consists of two terminal buildings, 
terminal 1 and terminal 2, with each airline being assigned to one of the two terminals.
Narita Airport is connected with central Tokyo by multiple rail and bus lines:

Options:
•By JR Narita ExpressDirect, 90 minutes, 1500-3390 yen, 1-2 connections per hour .The one way trip by JR Narita Express (NEX) takes roughly 90 minutes, costs around 3200 yen and is fully 
covered by the Japan Rail Pass, JR East Pass and JR Kanto Area Pass. There are departures every 30 to 60 minutes. Travelers with a foreign passport can do the trip from the airport to Shinjuku
for just 1500 yen with the NEX Tokyo Direct Ticket, but there is no similar discount ticket for travel in the opposite direction.

•By Keisei Limited Express1 transfer, 100 minutes, 1230 yen, 3 connections per hour. The cheapest way to travel between Narita Airport and Shinjuku is by Keisei Limited Express. Take the 
Keisei Limited Express from the airport to Nippori Station (75 minutes, 1030 yen) and transfer to the JR Yamanote Line to Shinjuku (20 minutes, 200 yen). There are three connections per hour.

•By limousine busDirect, 85 minutes, 3100 yen, 3-4 connections per hour. Limousine buses to Shinjuku Station depart Narita Airport every 15 to 20 minutes. The one way journey takes about 
85 minutes and costs 3100 yen. In addition, there are direct limousine bus connections to several major hotels in the Shinjuku area.The "Limousine & Metro Pass", consists of a one way trip by 
the airport limousine bus between the airport and central Tokyo and a 1-day pass for Tokyo Metro (operates eight of Tokyo's twelve subway lines) for 3200 yen. A round trip version that comes 
with a 2-day metro pass is available for 6200 yen.

•Taxi
About 20,000 yen, 60-90 minutes to central Tokyo
Because Narita Airport is located about 60 km outside of Tokyo, a taxi ride into central Tokyo is very expensive and not recommended to common travelers.

Where can I find Currency Exchanges and Cash Machines (ATMs)?

Japan is a cash based society so its highly recommended that you exchange your home currencies at any of the available foreign exchange offices at the airport.

There are Foreign exchange cambios and ATM markers right outside the baggage claim section. Can’t be missed! 

http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e6400.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/list/e1212.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2164.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2361.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2361_02.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2361_06.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2359_nex.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e3011.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e3011.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2375.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2021.html


ZoomTip 1.2: Info on the Monuments

Tokyo Sky Tree: 

Hours:8:00 to 22:00
Closed: No closing days 
Admission : 2060 yen (first observatory), 3090 yen (first and second observatories)
A 510 yen service fee is charged for time specific advance reservations.

Asahi Beer Tower or “Golden drop”:

Restaurants open daily from 11:30 to 22:00
The Asahi Beer Tower and Asahi Super Dry Hall with its characteristic Flamme d'Or were, completed in 1989 and host the 
headquarters of Asahi Breweries. Furthermore, several restaurants can be found in the complex.

Asakusa Shrine/ Temple:

Hours: Always open
Admission: Free
Note: This place is open to the public at all hours, you can take photos and walk around. Which could take less than 20minutes to 
view the temple .

Kaminarimon Gate :

Hours: Always open

Admission: Free

Kaminarimon is the first of two large entrance gate leading to Sensoji Temple.



KYOTO
August 7 –August 10, 2014

Adults, 18-35 years old– 0 kids

leisure, fun



Shinkansen (Bullet train)

Author: Vangos Pterneas

T

Origin: Tokyo (Shinagawa Station) to Kyoto

Tickets can be purchased at Shinagawa station counters

Price : 3090 yen per person

Time: 2hrs 10mins



Day 2: Shinkansen, Kyoto, Shopping and Restaurant

Time Activity Tips & advice Cost 

08:00

Breakfast Time . Head to the hotel Restaurant/ 

Buffet for breakfast. 
There is a variety of food. Traditional Japanese breakfast (rice,miso soup, fish etc) or if that is not 

to your liking enjoy the International buffet. 

9:00

Leave Hotel and Head from Shinjuku station to 

Shinagawa Station. 

Time : 19 minutes

Head to Shinjuku Station, then transfer to Shinagawa Station. 

Take YAMANOTE (GREEN LINE) . 

Read the signs at Shinagawa and head to the JR Tokaido Shinkansen line. 

250 yen

10:00

Travel to Kyoto (Japan’s first capital) via the 

Shinkansen aka bullet train .

Time : 2.5 hrs

Take the JR Tokaido Shinkansen to Kyoto . 

Take the express NOZOMI Line which is 2.5hours to Kyoto.

Relax and enjoy the ride!! .

Nozomi will make two stops after Shinagawa station. One at Shin yokohama station and the 

other at Nagoya, After Nogoya the next stop is Kyoto . Get off at  Kyoto.

Zoomtip2,1

Tokyo to Kyoto 

shinkansen : 

13,080 yen per 

person 

12:30

Lunch break at Salon de thé François
www. francois1934.com
+81 75-351-4042
Open today
10:00 am – 10:30 pm

Lunch break.  Enjoy and warm  three course meal the  famous Salon de thé François 
Reataurant. 

http://www.francois1934.com/


Day 2: Shinkansen, Kyoto, Shopping and Restaurant

Time Activity Tips & advice Cost 

13:30 

Walk through Nishii Market . 

Opening Hours varied by stores

Time : 9:00-18:00

Walk through Nishi Market and  experience traditional Japanese fresh food. You can  sample the vendors products 

and purchase gift, food items, sweets and pastries.

Adm. Free

14:30
Visit Ginkakuji Temple (Golden 

Pavilion)

Kinkakuji (金閣寺, Golden Pavilion) is a Zen temple in northern Kyoto whose top two floors are completely 
covered in gold leaf. Outside the exit are souvenir shops, a small tea garden where you can have matcha tea 
and sweets (500 yen). ZoomTip2.2

Admission

400 yen 

15:30
Arashiyama 
Opening hours : 9:00-17:00

At Arashiyama you will see Togetsukyo bridge, Bamboo Groves, Jojakkogi Temple, and Adashino Nenbutsuji 
Temple.  Explore this are and take in the site all within a 25 minute walking distance

Jojokkoji

Temple 400 

yen

Adshino

Temple 500 

yen

17:00
Kokodera also known as the moss 

temple.

At Katsura Station, switch to the Hankyu Arashiyama Line which takes five minutes to Matsuo Taisha Station. 
In total, the trip takes about 30 minutes and costs 430 yen. ZoomTip2.2

430Yen 

http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2055.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2058.html


Day 2: Shinkansen, Kyoto, Shopping and Restaurant

Time Activity Tips & advice Cost 

16:00 Katsura Imperial Villa
Katsura Imperial Villa (桂離宮, Katsura Rikyū) is one of the finest examples of purely Japanese architecture 
and garden design. ZoonTip2.2

Admi.Free

19:45

Dinner: Traditional Japanese
style dinner at 京料理六盛

Kyoto Style Japanese 
Restaurant
Japan +81 75-751-6171
http://www.rokusei.co.jp/

Enjoy a fabulous six  course  traditional meal  after a long day. Enjoy the surrounding gardens outdoors.
It is customary in Japan to eat everything on the plate provided. But don’t worry as a foreigner they oblige 
you leave the unique  dishes . If your  a fan of sushi, soups and other dishes are available.

20:30 Kiyomizudera Temple

Kiyomizudera (清水寺, literally "Pure Water Temple") is one of the most celebrated temples of Japan. It was 
founded in 780 on the site of the Otowa Waterfall in the wooded hills east of Kyoto.

ZoomTip2.2

Adm. 400 

yen

21;30

Take Shinkasen back to 

Shinagawa and head back to 

hotel

Head back to the hotel and get a good nights sleep. You had a really long day!!

http://www.rokusei.co.jp/
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2058.html




Japan Tour : Shinagawa Station to Kyoto  Via Shinkansen
Estimated Time: 2hrs and 11 minutes



Kyoto tour
2nd Day Map Get this Map Online: Click Here

https://mapsengine.google.com/map/edit?mid=zg5djDmJ6KII.k73wsQWLdhmE


ZoomTip 2.1: How to take Shinkansen

How to pay?
Cash and credit cards can be used at ticket counters and vending machines that sell shinkansen tickets. At 
some ticket counters, you should indicate at the beginning of your order that you will be paying by credit 
card holders can make seat reservations for free.

How to take shinkasen 
1.Head to ticket counter
2.Pass through regular ticket gate
3.MAKE YOUR WAY TO SHIKANSEN PLATFORMS
4. Access  your plat form 
5. Find your car
6. Take your seat  

Ticket sample above



ZoomTip 2.2: Tours and monuments of Kyoto

Nishiki Market (錦市場, Nishiki Ichiba) is a narrow, five block long shopping street lined by more than one hundred shops 
and restaurants. Known as "Kyoto's Kitchen", this lively retail market specializes in all things food related, like fresh 
seafood, produce, knives and cookware, and is a great place to find seasonal foods andKyoto specialties, such as 
Japanese sweets, pickles, seafood and sushi. Buy souvenirs for good prices here.

Ginkakuji (銀閣寺, Silver Pavilion) is a Zen temple along Kyoto's eastern mountains (Higashiyama). In 1482, 
shogun Ashikaga Yoshimasa built his retirement villa on the grounds of today's temple, modeling it afterKinkakuji
(Golden Pavilion), his grandfather's retirement villa at the base of Kyoto's northern mountains (Kitayama). The villa 
was converted into a Zen temple after Yoshimasa's death in 14 90

Katsura Imperial Villa (桂離宮, Katsura Rikyū) is one of the finest examples of purely Japanese architecture 
andgarden design. The villa and garden in their present form were completed in 1645 as the residence for the Katsura 
Family, members of Japan's Imperial Family.

http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2158.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2055.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2158.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2134.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e3908.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2099.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2135.html


ZoomTip 2.2: Tours and monuments of Kyoto

Kokedera means Moss Temple, referring to the temple garden's estimated 120 different varieties of moss. Visitors 
to the temple can walk through this spectacular garden, which has strongly influenced subsequent Japanese 
garden design.

The Togetsukyo Bridge is Arashiyama's well known, central landmark. Many small shops, restaurants and other 
attractions are found nearby, including Tenryuji Temple, Arashiyama's famous bamboo groves and pleasure 
boats that are available for rent on the river.

Bamboo Groves

The walking paths that cut through the bamboo groves make for a nice walk or bicycle ride

http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2099.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e3912.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e3912.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e3912.html


ZoomTip 2.2: Tours and monuments of Kyoto

Jojakkoji Temple

Hours: 9:00 to 17:00 (entry until 16:30)
Closed: No closing days
Admission: 400 yen

This small mountainside temple was founded in 1596. With small, attractive buildings and gates, the temple has a quiet 
and understated atmosphere. Maple trees and moss are located just beside the paths and stairs that lead across the 
temple grounds. From a number of spots, visitors can get a good view of downtown Kyoto.

Adashino Nenbutsuji Temple

Hours: 9:00 to 17:00 (until 16:00 from December to February). Admission ends 30 minutes before closing
Closed: No closing days
Admission: 500 yen

Adashino Nenbutsuji is located at the end of the Saga-Toriimoto Preserved Street. The temple was founded in the early 
9th century when the famous monk Kobo Daishi placed stone statues for the souls of the dead here.

Kiyomizudera (清水寺, literally "Pure Water Temple") is one of the most 
celebrated temples of Japan. It was founded in 780 on the site of the Otowa 
Waterfall in the wooded hills east of Kyoto, and derives its name from the fall's 
pure waters. The temple was originally associated with the Hosso sect, one of the 
oldest schools within Japanese Buddhism,

http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e3912.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2058.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2158.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2055.html


Day 3: Shibuya, Harajuku &Return flight
Time Activity Tips & advice Cost

08:30
Have Breakfast  at Hotel

Have a gourmet meal at the hotel and get energized for the day

10:00
Head to Shibuya  and Harajuku for 

shopping  and site seeing

Walk to Shinjuku station from the hotel. 

Take the JR. Yamanote line to Shibuya station. This takes 7minutes

Shibuya had all the major shopping stores such as from  H&M to GUCCI. 

After having fun Head to HARAJUKU. ( See map for details )

In  Harajuku you can experience the LOLITIA Doll fashion, Cosplay  and anime culture.

ZoomTip3.1 and ZoomTip3.2    (See maps for additional guide)

Shibuya to 

Shinjuku: 

190yen

Shinjuku to 

Harajuku

170 yen 

14:00 Head back to hotel and check out

16:00

Take shuttle service back to Narita 

International Airport (which takes two 

hours) .Flight leaves at 22:00 

Shuttle bus to airport should arrive at Narita International Airport at  18:30. 

Flight leaves at 22:00. But must check in at  counter 20:00

You will have some spear time. During which you could do some final duty free shopping.

22:00 Fly back to home country Have a wonderful trip home! Please come again soon .



Tokyo Tour: Shinjuku to Shibuya
3rd Day Map Get this Map Online: Click Here

https://www.google.com/maps/dir/Shibuya+Station,+Tokyo,+Japan/Shinjuku+Station,+Tokyo,+Japan/@35.6742386,139.6908164,14z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m13!4m12!1m5!1m1!1s0x60188b5789e3c191:0x98dadeb0d2e1d297!2m2!1d139.701334!2d35.658517!1m5!1m1!1s0x60188cd0b91bd8c7:0x458


Tokyo tour: Harajuku
3rd Day Map Get this Map Online: Click Here

http://www.japan-guide.com/g3/3006_map_harajuku_03.gif


Tokyo: Shibuya to Harajuku
3rd Day Map Get this Map Online: Click Here

https://www.google.com/maps/dir/Harajuku+Station,+Tokyo,+Japan/Shibuya+Station,+Tokyo,+Japan/@35.6646876,139.6942508,15z/data=!4m13!4m12!1m5!1m1!1s0x60188cbac8340d17:0x205f44ea49c4c2a0!2m2!1d139.702687!2d35.670168!1m5!1m1!1s0x60188b5789e3c191:0x98dadeb0d2e


Tokyo tour: Shibuya
3rd Day Map

Get this Map Online: Click Here

http://www.japan-guide.com/g8/3007_map_1309.gif


ZoomTip 3.1: Harajuku Experience

Harajuku (原宿) refers to the area around Tokyo's Harajuku Station, which is between Shinjuku and Shibuya on 
the Yamanote Line. It is the center of Japan's most extreme teenage cultures and fashion styles, but also offers shopping 

for adults and some historic sights.

Harajuku is not only about teenage culture and shopping. Meiji Jingu, one of Tokyo's major shrines, is located just west of 
the railway tracks in a large green oasis shared with the spacious Yoyogi Park. Beautiful ukiyo-epaintings are exhibited in the 
small Ota Memorial Museum of Art, and the Nezu Museum has an impressive collection of various Asian art as well as a 
traditional Japanese garden.

Yoyogi Park

5:00 to 20:00 (until 17:00 during the winter)
Facilities are typically open from 9:00 to 17:00.

Yoyogi Park is one of Tokyo's largest and most pleasant city parks, featuring wide lawns, ponds and forested areas. It is a 
great place for jogging, picnicking and other outdoor activities

Takeshita Dori

Shops along Takeshita Dori tend to be open daily from 11:00 to 20:00.

The symbol of Harajuku and birthplace of many of Japan's fashion trends, Takeshita Dori (Takeshita Street) is a 
narrow, roughly 400 meter long street lined by shops, boutiques, cafes and fast food outlets targeting Tokyo's 
teenagers. Because of the street's popularity, it becomes extremely busy and crowded on the weekends. 
Interesting shops and restaurants can also be found along some of the side streets.

http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2164.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e3011.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e3007.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2370.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e3002.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2059.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e3034_002.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2291.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e3006.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e3006.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2099.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2164.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e3034.html
http://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2164.html


ZoomTip 3.2: Shibuya experience

The famous crossing in front of Shibuya Station

Hachiko Statue

A statue of a loyal dog named Hachiko. According to a famous story, the dog waited for his master every day in 
front of Shibuya Station, and continued to do so for years even after his master had passed away. It is one of 
Tokyo's most popular meeting points.

Center Gai

The birthplace of many Japanese fashion trends, Center Gai is a busy pedestrian zone in the heart of 
Shibuya lined by stores, boutiques and game centers. In the evenings the street is crowded with young 
people heading to night clubs, restaurants and bars, or just loitering around.



Thank you


